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omniscience is the property of having complete or maximal knowledge along with
omnipotence and perfect goodness it is usually taken to be one of the central
divine attributes omniscience is an attribute having to do with knowledge it is
the attribute of having knowledge of everything many philosophers consider
omniscience to be an attribute possessed only by a divine being such as the god
of western monotheism defenders of divine foreknowledge need something to say
in response to skeptical questions about how such knowledge could be available
to god one possible response is that it s a conceptual truth that god is
omniscient and his knowledge including his knowledge of future contingent
truths is simply innate craig 1987 the simplicity doctrine in its traditional
and strongest form assays this tightness as identity the divine simplicity thus
grounds the divine necessity god is necessary because he is simple it is easy
to see that the divine simplicity also grounds god s possession of essential
properties the doctrine of middle knowledge proposes that god has knowledge of
metaphysically necessary states of affairs via natural knowledge of what he
intends to do via free knowledge and in addition of what free creatures would
do if they were instantiated via middle knowledge 1 introduction the problem of
foreknowledge and free will moses maimonides 1135 1204 has set out the problem
in the traditional manner does god know or does he not know that a certain
individual will be good or bad in this article i develop an acquaintance theory
of god s knowledge where acquaintance with an epistemic relation that
guarantees that the truth of god s beliefs is necessary for knowledge i argue
that this view achieves an ideal way of knowing worthy of the divine being
atemporality and the mode of divine knowledge gregory ganssle department of
philosophy syracuse university syracuse new york usa in this paper i shall
argue that construing the mode of god s knowledge in a certain way requires
that god be thought of as atemporal i shall proceed in three sections the paper
begins by explicating the concept of knowledge from the islamic perspective
this is followed by descriptions on the backgrounds of both scholars and a
comparison of their theoretical foundation divine knowledge description of the
divine knowledge that god is omniscient or possesses the most perfect knowledge
of all things follows from his infinite perfection in the first place he knows
and comprehends himself fully and adequately and in the next place he knows all
created objects and comprehends their finite and contingent mode the problem of
divine knowledge focusing on questions of freedom and necessity finds itself at
the intersection of age old discussions of logic metaphysics and ethics the
subject was discussed with particular clarity in the period 1250 1400 it
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contains the might of all their magic and wisdom the sum of their divine
knowledge divine knowledge may refer to divine illumination enlightenment in
buddhism kevala jnana omniscience the way to divine knowledge consists of three
dialogues between theophilus humanus academicus and rusticus these three
dialogues are a continuation of part ii of law s earlier book the spirit of
prayer part i of 1749 and part ii of 1750 in scripture central to our
glorifying god is the knowledge of god in fact the purpose of our creation is
to know and love god as his image bearers and covenant people matt 22 37 40
divine illumination is the oldest and most influential alternative to
naturalism in the areas of mind and knowledge the doctrine holds that human
beings require a special divine assistance in their ordinary cognitive
activities foreknowledge in a broad definition refers to the possession of
knowledge about something before it happens or exists this concept encompasses
many interpretations from the intuitive anticipation of events to the divine
prescience attributed to deities in religious contexts st augustine s views on
skepticism and truth on faith and reason and on sense perception and cogitation
are first examined in order to show their relation to this theory of divine
illumination as the ultimate source of truth for man jesus christ possessing
two natures and therefore two intellects the human and the divine the question
as to the knowledge found in his divine intellect is identical with the
question concerning god s knowledge a statue of athena the greek goddess of
wisdom odin sacrificing himself to gain knowledge of the runes a knowledge
deity is a deity in mythology associated with knowledge wisdom or intelligence
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omniscience is the property of having complete or maximal knowledge along with
omnipotence and perfect goodness it is usually taken to be one of the central
divine attributes
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omniscience is an attribute having to do with knowledge it is the attribute of
having knowledge of everything many philosophers consider omniscience to be an
attribute possessed only by a divine being such as the god of western
monotheism
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defenders of divine foreknowledge need something to say in response to
skeptical questions about how such knowledge could be available to god one
possible response is that it s a conceptual truth that god is omniscient and
his knowledge including his knowledge of future contingent truths is simply
innate craig 1987
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the simplicity doctrine in its traditional and strongest form assays this
tightness as identity the divine simplicity thus grounds the divine necessity
god is necessary because he is simple it is easy to see that the divine
simplicity also grounds god s possession of essential properties
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the doctrine of middle knowledge proposes that god has knowledge of
metaphysically necessary states of affairs via natural knowledge of what he
intends to do via free knowledge and in addition of what free creatures would
do if they were instantiated via middle knowledge
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1 introduction the problem of foreknowledge and free will moses maimonides 1135
1204 has set out the problem in the traditional manner does god know or does he
not know that a certain individual will be good or bad
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in this article i develop an acquaintance theory of god s knowledge where
acquaintance with an epistemic relation that guarantees that the truth of god s
beliefs is necessary for knowledge i argue that this view achieves an ideal way
of knowing worthy of the divine being
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atemporality and the mode of divine knowledge gregory ganssle department of
philosophy syracuse university syracuse new york usa in this paper i shall
argue that construing the mode of god s knowledge in a certain way requires
that god be thought of as atemporal i shall proceed in three sections
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the paper begins by explicating the concept of knowledge from the islamic
perspective this is followed by descriptions on the backgrounds of both
scholars and a comparison of their theoretical foundation
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divine knowledge description of the divine knowledge that god is omniscient or
possesses the most perfect knowledge of all things follows from his infinite
perfection in the first place he knows and comprehends himself fully and
adequately and in the next place he knows all created objects and comprehends
their finite and contingent mode
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the problem of divine knowledge focusing on questions of freedom and necessity
finds itself at the intersection of age old discussions of logic metaphysics
and ethics the subject was discussed with particular clarity in the period 1250
1400
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it contains the might of all their magic and wisdom the sum of their divine
knowledge

divine knowledge wikipedia
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divine knowledge may refer to divine illumination enlightenment in buddhism
kevala jnana omniscience

the way to divine knowledge wikipedia
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the way to divine knowledge consists of three dialogues between theophilus
humanus academicus and rusticus these three dialogues are a continuation of
part ii of law s earlier book the spirit of prayer part i of 1749 and part ii
of 1750
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in scripture central to our glorifying god is the knowledge of god in fact the
purpose of our creation is to know and love god as his image bearers and
covenant people matt 22 37 40

divine illumination stanford encyclopedia of
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divine illumination is the oldest and most influential alternative to
naturalism in the areas of mind and knowledge the doctrine holds that human
beings require a special divine assistance in their ordinary cognitive
activities
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foreknowledge in a broad definition refers to the possession of knowledge about
something before it happens or exists this concept encompasses many
interpretations from the intuitive anticipation of events to the divine
prescience attributed to deities in religious contexts

the light of the mind st augustine s theory of
knowledge
Nov 27 2022

st augustine s views on skepticism and truth on faith and reason and on sense
perception and cogitation are first examined in order to show their relation to
this theory of divine illumination as the ultimate source of truth for man

catholic encyclopedia knowledge of jesus christ new
advent
Oct 27 2022

jesus christ possessing two natures and therefore two intellects the human and
the divine the question as to the knowledge found in his divine intellect is
identical with the question concerning god s knowledge

list of knowledge deities wikipedia
Sep 25 2022

a statue of athena the greek goddess of wisdom odin sacrificing himself to gain
knowledge of the runes a knowledge deity is a deity in mythology associated
with knowledge wisdom or intelligence
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